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Abstract: From the last many years, researchers, administrators, and educators consistently paying attention to corporate social responsibility. However, no study analyses the association between corporate social responsibility, brand equity, and shareholder value. The objective of this research paper is to produce a review as to the strength to which corporate social responsibility and brand equity are predictor variables for shareholder value, with the ground that organizations must be willfully positioned for them to tackle the anticipation convenient in their environments. In connection to this study, the shareholder, stakeholder, and resource base view theories form the base for the underpinning theories used for drawing up the research framework with respect to the connection among shareholder value, corporate social responsibility and brand equity simultaneously. Very few research attempts are made in this area of study in the emerging and developed nations, especially with shareholder value and brand equity. Therefore, practitioners and scholars are inspired to progress in the development of the body of knowledge in this research field for the universal enrichment of output, as the review form a concept of corporate social responsibility and brand equity as a critical tool for boosting shareholder value locally and internationally.

Index Terms: Corporate Social Responsibility; Brand Equity; Shareholder Value.

I. INTRODUCTION

In common it is assumed that a firm should be liable for all the conduct they do, socially and ethically. It is important to determine the effect of the company on the social welfare and environment. The definition of corporate social responsibility could be as, the awareness of the organization approaching the general public and social environment. It advises us to know what firm is accomplishing with their profits and how they are moving towards society. As with the flourishing determinants in the economy and promotion in business strategies the companies are not only answerable to shareholder but also to the stakeholders such as community, employees, supplier, and consumer.

It is fundamentally a partnership between socially active groups and business corporations for the objective of community growth and social development. In the actual view, corporate social responsibility is the affiliation of business operations with social standards. Corporate social responsibility is said to be the vital component of the business organizations that not only contribute to outclass the business competitors but also support to evolve the business in society.

The financial wrongdoings, for example, WorldCom, Enron, Paramalat, etc universally have compelled the firm’s executives to give more consideration to an extensive strategy that further attract the view of shareholders value enhancing. A common belief is that the prestige of the organization and the welfare of different stakeholders are vital to shareholders value as well as for gaining long-run continuity of the organization. We postulate that investors do trail these socially responsible firms and their indicators and any massive fluctuation in the index are shown in the extraordinary returns of these companies in the capital market.

Organizations must execute well and become aware of CSR projects that assist allocating the political, economic and social advantages to the groups from which they acquire their potential [1]. [2] justify this model, that shareholder's attractions sometimes conflicting with socially responsible practices, their announcements and accordingly with other stakeholders’ concerns [3]. Mostly shareholders aim the long-run continuity of the organization and sustaining their own honor which means enhancing the company economic environmental and social behavior and a suitable communication of firm’s behavior to the market to boost their fame. [4]. The institutional investors also involve in the CSR resolutions applying the method of corporate governance [5].

CSR has now developed into a firm's compulsory Versus an elective exercise. According to [6] examining global brands realizes, that 90 percent of Fortune 500 firms take part in the activity of CSR actions [6],[7]. Corporate social responsibility is exceptionally essential for big brands because it symbolizes origin of competitive advantage [7]. Further, big firms are greater apparent to customers and accordingly greater exposed to critiques for deficient business methods. Therefore, in these scenarios, Corporate social responsibility can influence unfavourable consequences for companies.

For instance, the CSR activities of brands usually
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assumed as they are working for themselves or in their interests, which can minimize their impacts on brand equity [8].

Customers grow into familiar with ethical consumerism during social movements; most have no longer friendly response to firms that only making extra profits. Instead, consumers have started to predict organizations to behave as better nationals and not only build returns [9]. CSR is often observed as a redundant load because it is expensive but does not generate a momentous return; therefore, it has the long-run monetary benefit [10]. Brand equity stated as a vital essential to make the value of a brand and increasing an organization’s competitive edge in the market [10]. Significantly, Corporate social responsibility is a direction to boost brand equity and to advance a firm’s definite representation while drawing the attention to potential and current consumers [11].

Many types of research have examined that CSR activities are valuable for firms because they contribute diverse and fascinating advantages in different forms like, developing corporate image and enhancing brand awareness [12-14]. In [15] state that consumers have a positive opinion to firms who have a favorable corporate reputation. CSR activities by firms will make a healthy corporate image called intangible assets, such as brand equity [16, 17]. Corporate social responsibility is, however, indicating to as “Social Marketing” because it could establish brand equity [18].

Theory of classical conditioning [19] in which human beings determine about a stimulus that is a brand by relating it with another object. When the cause of firms become to do more and more CSR activities, then these cause of CSR activities associated with the brand, by this customers view the brand as more socially responsible [18, 20]. Brand differentiation perceived by the customer for the purpose to categorize the product or a service in order to form a brand equity although brand differentiation is determined through the value of components that brand offers [21].

In the signaling theory perspective, people are willing to utilize their understanding and observation to know about company prestige as a signal because mostly not having the talent to know about the well-being of company [22,23]. Companies that are involved in CSR activities, it is their attribute that satisfies and attract their stakeholders as a signal.

[24] examined that customers enthusiasm to purchase or advise a product is compelled 60 percent by the impressions of the firm and only 40 percent by the impression of the product. Notably, the research also shows that 42 percent of how the general public sense of a firm is borrowed from their understanding of the firms CSR activities. If this, what method determine the connection between customers CSR perception and Corporate image? Inside the literature of academic, less is familiar around the method of CSR activities impact brand equity and corporate reputation, even then it is broadly known that CSR effects brand equity and corporate image [25,21].

Brand valuation catches the photograph of a current value of expected forthcoming cash flows, to arise from a company brand investment. Organizations construct profitable brands through their new product development attempt, Research, and Development, communications campaigns, also by the additional essential features of marketing mix. The eventual objective of such financings is to boost investor value by enhancing brand equity in the view of their consumers [26]. Researches made in the past evaluating the connection between shareholder value and brand value have been thriving all along the previous 15 years [27,28]. These researches indicate that firms acknowledge profitable brands as an intangible asset that develop immense benefits, containing encouraging repeat purchasing, build greater consumer faith, admit exceptional prices and low price flexibility, allowing fresh product launching, building a low fence to competitive market access and acquiring an extra decent origin of forthcoming cash flows [29, 30]. Unsurprisingly, [31] establish that a brand with high value experiences a “higher turnover, profit, and surplus consumer utility”. Some researchers implicitly receive the connection of brand value to shareholder’s wealth [32].

Investors are to a higher intensity leading their consideration that how stocks behave in the stock exchange, which has exercised an extreme strain on firms to transfer profits [33-35]. However, the subdivision of marketing should also evolve into the duty for achieving short-run profit objectives [36] has enter to look at the eventual objective as providing maximum value to shareholders [37-41]. In addition, the departments of finance and marketing in a firm will perform consistently to gain the essential objective of enhancing the wealth of shareholder [42,39]. Simultaneously, a valuable modification should be given to the economy, indicated with a higher extent of significance could be delivered to intangible assets as compared to conventional physical assets. [43,44] it is ordinary in these days to explore firms with greater value in the means of intangible assets as compared to tangible products. Therefore, intangible assets are normally not subsidized by such different financing on balance sheet [43].

The brand is stated as an illustration of an underestimate asset, likely in balance sheet it is not included [36]. In most scenarios, intangible assets said to be important for producing compelling shareholder value and business progress. [36, 44, 45] brand equity has been acknowledged as a vital crucial asset for a firm [46,47]. Unfortunately, few firms may be restrained to obtain the brand as an asset, because they are lacking in their marketing competence in the way of culture, processes, and people [48]. However, many researchers recognize brands as firms most priceless asset [49-52]. Aaker [48] call for attention that brands “serve as the core of a customer relationship, a platform for strategic options, and a force that affects financials, including stock return”. Brand equity stated as an essential component in the approach and process of marketing [53], establishing its part in boosting the wealth of shareholder featuring the significance and consideration that the firms and those accountable for the field of finance and marketing.
will provide to brand equity, to enhance wealth for the investors. [36] refer to that there exist a “belief that strong brands result in better earnings and profit performance for firms, which in turn, creates greater value for shareholders” and this is parallel in line with findings of [54]. convey advice that particular shareholders have a tendency to financing in firms with surely appreciable products, also by [48] that admits powerful brands as “the basis of competitive advantage and long-term profitability going forward”. Even though there exist a flourishing acceptance of brand equity value, it is compulsory to accumulate more experimental confirmation revealing brand equity to the creation of wealth to shareholders [27],[28].

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK BASED ON THEORETICAL FOUNDATION.

Stakeholder theory stated that an organization will accommodate their distinct stakeholders, stakeholders are stated as individuals or groups who are overwhelmed by the accomplishment of the organization’s goal [55]. According to this approach, organization requirement to acknowledge how their responses affect stakeholders such as employees, suppliers, consumers, etc [56-58]. When the organization contributes to the requirement for its stakeholders, this will assure that the organization can persist to perform. CSR is qualified with stakeholder theory because it can be observed as a connection between stakeholders and the organization [59-61]. A pleasant connection with stakeholders can sustains if organization stick to their promise regarding society [62].

Organizations have a liability to the community. Few academics have a dispute that is not matched with the principal goal of an organization, which is known as enhancing wealth for shareholders. There are also a group of researchers considers that the expense of CSR is more than the advantage it can constitute [63],[64]. Few scholars realize that CSR activities derived from the encouragement that managers need to be view as an answerable administrator and this happens at the shareholders cost [65].

Shareholder approach possess that the single goal of an organization is to increase shareholders wealth. By having honest with the capital of the shareholders, is appropriate for the shareholders wealth [66].

The theory that provides a base to the connection among CSR and Brand Equity is the resource-based view theory [67]. Resource based view theory supports that a firm comprises two types of resources one is tangible resources and the other is intangible resources [68]. Continuous competitive advantage could be attained when the resources are contrary and stagnant. CSR can enhance positive image and boosts brand loyalty and images, which are features of Brand Equity. These intangible resources can create a continuous competitive advantage for a company and difficult to mimic [69]. However, the CSR and Brand Equity relationship shares vital return to a company.

This concept is persistent with the resource-based theory (RBT), that postulate a structure regarding the market-based capabilities and assets are leveraged to maintain and attain the admirable shareholder returns and corporate performance [70]. Established on this proponents RBT [71],[72] admit that a firm can gain and attain competitive advantage through marketing-specific resources that is brand and customers. They also draw the attention that in times of instability, change and volatility brands and brand-building engagements serves the protection to a firm [47].

A. Corporate Social Responsibility.

Corporate social responsibility can be viewed in different prospects but many of the definitions are describing the firm that enforces a program or form of doing business that influences the peoples out of the firm in a conclusive way. [73, 74] gives the definition of Corporate Social Responsibility as “A strategic decision whereby an organization undertakes an obligation to society, for example in the form of sponsorship, commitment to local communities, attention to environmental issues, and responsible advertising” (p. 1). There are different school of thoughts that take a view what the Corporate Social Responsibility is and should be, but one thing is common in that is they have a responsibility towards society as they are operating a business in the society. Two schools of thoughts are famous one is matured by [74],[75].

[76] states that the primary responsibility of any firm is to maximize the profits to its shareholders, stakeholders, and society. He takes the concept of free market capitalism that any humanitarian operations should be done by persons and not by firms on behalf of the persons. He further states that when the company maximizes their profits, through profits living standards of employees can improve, provides better returns to shareholders and improves the overall sustainability of the company. More importantly, Friedman states that any action does not lead to maximizing profits criteria should not be employed in the company.

In divergence to Friedman, [77] matured the concept that the primary responsibility of businesses towards society consists of four dimensions. Carroll forwarded the concept that the responsibility of a business is to employ a philanthropic activity and employ an ethical practice that may go after basic legal essentials. He further argues that businesses do not only develop to fulfill the economic and legal demands and assumptions of the greater society and shareholders.

Carroll view that businesses identified the responsibility of not only penetrate in honor shareholder’s investment but
also identified the business to go beyond society than just economies. Carroll approach is that institutions are the members of the society rather than institutions of the society.

B. Shareholder Value.

In a contemporary economy, the entrepreneur firm has been one of the major monetary institutions, it has a massive significance when we speculate its performance. The determinants in the analysis of firm performance are of ultimate importance to all stakeholders of a company, specifically to common equity venture capitalists.

Value theory states that the main goal of the firm is maximizing profits and broadly the present value of the firm. In traditional theory perspective, those firms which are not able to maximize the returns are replaced by others or disappear and only firms which can maximize returns only survive [78]. In the 1890s the glorious economist Alfred Marshall was one of the first economists who spoke about the concept of monetary profit, that a firm can earn if it covers all costs including operating cost and invested capital cost [79].

This approach is different from the classical approach in which measurement of accounting profits and related ratios are borrowed from Return on Equity (ROE) and the Return on Assets (ROA). Through this new approach that is Shareholder Value Creation (SVC) new measures of performance has been achieved [79]. The difference in classical and new approach is that the performance measurement yardstick is different, in classical approach the cost of invested capital (equity and debt) does not include to setup profits by a company. In classical approach if the comparison of two companies are made on the bases of ROE(Return on Equity) then two companies that contains equal ROE considers equally successful, however in the new approach that is shareholder value creation approach same results are not compatible with these two firms that are different in terms of cost of capital, or we can say that in other terms if there is a difference in residual income or economic profit [79]. Rappaport has also thrown light on the approach of Shareholder Value in 1986 in the book written by him named Creating Shareholder Value. In his book, he expresses a clear emphasis on shareholders’ value [80].

The financial professionals on the present day have making underline the concept of wealth maximization of principle or owner of the companies that are Shareholders. The measure that is related to Shareholder value creation is maximizing wealth. The meaning of the Shareholder Value Creation is to produce profits for the absolute holders of the company that is the Shareholders. In other words, we conclude that returns exceed from the cost of capital is treated as Shareholder Value. Consequently, there are categories of companies, some are profit makers (profits higher than the cost capital) and some can be profit destroyer (profit lower than the cost of capital).

C. Brand Equity.

Aimed intense competition, brand value can add tremendous profits in businesses that is why brand value has grown into a fundamental topic in corporations. One can boost long-term profitability by adding brand value in the corporation [50]. Brand Value has been often used reciprocally [81-83]. Brand Equity definition given by [50] is “a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its name and symbol, that adds to or subtracts from the value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to the firm’s customers”. The definition shows that brand equity is an asset inflect profitable asset that enhances firm wealth.

Researchers have researched on three prospects of brand equity the financial view [84], the product view [85] and the customer-based view [50,82]. Each prospect has its pros and cons, of course. Brand equity, product view spotlight on the activities of the market going on and the financial view emphasis on the objectives and subjective segments measures to calculate brand equity in the future. By comparison, the customer-based view figures out that to how much extent customers are familiar with the brand, to what degree customers are knowledgeable about the brand and what preference customer give to a brand specifically [86].

A brand has been perceived as a significant part of the corporate policy, through brand a firm can obtain long-run profitability and financial outputs [87]. The brand is used to differentiate the goods, services, and companies from competitors. A brand can be design, term, symbol, name and could be a combo of them. Through brand, a firm can obtain a competitive advantage because the brand is a profitable, unique and intangible source of wealth.

With strong brands, global standing of the firm enhances, and corporate status also established [88]. A dynamic brand structure features a strategic objective, particularly in the international market. Globally a powerful brand increases the probability of purchases [89]. Powerful brands can boost by exercises that show it, and other partnerships that make the firms or product noticeable and therefore visible. Researchers in many types of research analyses the term brand equity and there are many prospects in examining the term that what does it mean [90]. Though, defined generally by the brand name as its value indulges to a product.

Brand equity can be calculated by two ways either consumer related or financially. Through financial measure, it is calculated either by replacement cost or by stock price. To seizure, the effective essence of brand equity [91] adopt movement price, according to the theory that future anticipations of stock market prices reflect brand position. In acquiring firm, brand equity is used as a valuable indicator [92]. Further, [91] introduced another tool is used when the company launches a fresh brand. The base of this tool is a brand replacement, or the demand of capital to build a fresh brand, synchronously with the expectation of favourable outcome. The best recognized financial tool which is adopted by Financial World in its annual listings for valuation of the brand of world brands [93].

Financial World calculates brand-related profits by using a formula and then assign a multiple based brand strength. Brand in extension to highlighting the offers of the
company could facilitate what customer demands, reduce risk, promise, quality and build confidence by following the experience of the customer by the product they refer [94]. Brands are treated strong because of their performance in the market and brands are providing values to its customers and company that is why the brand is considered important asset [48], [95]. As an intangible feature, sellers make a promise with its customers and guarantee them that he will frequently distribute products related with a brand in a good quality level that will benefit the customer and for its convenience [47]. By studying the concept of branding, the practices of marketing established brand equity as an asset that creates wealth for the organization [96].

The “firm/company-based brand equity perspective”, is defined as “the intangible wealth emanated from the incremental capitalized earnings and cash flow achieved by linking a successful, established brand name to a product or service” [97]. It considers both views the product view and financial market view on a brand, the brand has a capability of attracting revenues, returns, cash flow and profits to a company. The firm-based brand equity has a macro focus, it not only explains the relationship between customer and brand but also describes the benefits of brand equity that a company can get [94].

Brand equity is stated as by adding the value of a brand to a product [90]. In the present scenario, peoples are so much busy in their work and life, so they have less time to purchase the products but lots of products available in the market, so brand equity plays a vital role in purchasing the product. Those products which have higher brand equity consumers preference those brands to purchase. So, brand equity plays a crucial role in purchasing among choices and helps customers in their decision-making regarding product purchase and customers satisfaction [90].

III. DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESIS IN RELATION TO THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK.

A. Corporate Social Responsibility & Shareholder Value.

There are different views of corporate social responsibility. From the review of CSR literature, two principle perspectives and results show that investors and stockholders do not concentrate much on CSR [98], [99] propose that from the stakeholder viewpoint CSR has a positive effect on firms’ financial performance. Because the organization has the connection with different stakeholders such as consumers, government, environmental advocates and competitors, enhancing the social contribution can turn into good stakeholder connection, which results minimize the social cost and boosts market favorable circumstances, directing to maximum financial performance. [100] show that organizations with a maximum CSR rating normally supply maximum returns than those with low Corporate social responsibility ratings. [101] show that contributing money to the best firm’s citizens, the outcome in greater market performance.

[102], [103] find that CSR activities positively impact a firm’s financial performance because CSR engagements can solve issues between stakeholders and managers [104] examined the impact of CSR on company performance. The findings reveal that CSR has a positive connection with ROCE and MBV because when firms are engaged in focusing more and more doing CSR engagements ultimately, they get a competitive advantage on others. [105] by checking the relationship between CSR reporting and economic performance in Bangladesh listed firms. The results of the study reveal that CSR reporting increases firm performance under market and accounting performance measures. Because due to unrestricted CSR reporting by organizations in Bangladesh increase value of the organizations and the relationship between shareholders and stakeholders is enhanced. As a result, this payback to shareholders in a positive way. [106] examined the impact of CSR on Firm’s financial performance. He calculates ROA, ROE, EPS for financial performance in Pakistan Banking Industry. By applying the pooled regression model, he finds that CSR has a significant and positive effect on ROA, ROE, and EPS. Because commercial banks in Pakistan investing money on CSR activities that is why these CSR activities positively affect their financial performance. [107] by analyzing that CSR activities can influence shareholders value in India. Results show that only power and infrastructure has a significant impact on the shareholders’ value, while other sectors did not have any significant relationship. The researcher argues that these four sectors should pay immediate attention to CSR activities before making an investment decision in these sectors. The sectors where positive results are obtained investors are paying attention to those sectors on CSR spending and CSR spending’s also paying back to Shareholders in a positive way. Considering the preceding, the hypothesis is

H1: CSR has a positive relationship with Shareholder value of companies.

B. Corporate Social Responsibility & Brand Equity

The word ‘brand’ is just not a name or symbol [108] it could create a value that is called as Brand Equity in business literature [50], [109] describes that if the firm provides its customers with valuable products and services, achieves bigger monetary accomplishments. This approach is indicated as Brand equity [50]. It represents the value combined with the product by the faith of its brand name [110], [90]. In common, it is pretended that brand imitates corporate asset [111]. There are three perspectives of brand equity one is financial, second is a consumer, and third is a company [94], [112], [113]. In recent studies on branding, the focus is on stakeholder co-creation of brand Value [114-119].

[120] examined the connection between CSR, Corporate brand equity, corporate brand credibility, and corporate reputation. The findings show that CSR and Corporate brand equity has a positive relationship. Also, CSR has a positive relationship among
all other variables. The finding extends the area of consumer-brand connection by experimentally display that credibility of the brand increase from the activities of CSR and, in order, evolve into reputational capital in the long run. The finding more indicate that the Researchers of CSR and marketing executive should give the consideration to recognize the cognitive structure of consumer CSR approach.[121] has examined the relationship between changes in CSR perceptions and brand equity by taking marketing capabilities as a moderator. The examiner finds a significant and positive association among CSR perception and brand equity. Moderator also has a significant relation with brand equity and changes in CSR perception. They recommended that CSR perceptions raise (drop) will greatly raise (drop) brand equity. they propose that companies may significantly influence on brand equity via the use of their marketing abilities. This proves shows that a company with powerful marketing capabilities may enhance the advantages of a certain change in the CSR- brand equity connection or check the neutralizing change in CSR perception’s and the impact on brand equity. [122] studied the influence of CSR and Image on Brand Equity. After findings results show that CSR has a positive significant impact on brand Equity and corporate image. Further, brand equity influenced by corporate image. The results indicate that the carryout of CSR edge to the certain mental concept in the minds of customers and the certain mental image will decrease the threat of customer’s behaviour and rise in their trust against the brand. According to this, a firm’s abilities should be fortified in supporting its image in the customer’s mind. In this regard, it can be suggested that the CSR activities are a cause of cut-throat benefits for the firms, after all, it may have effect on consumer’s perception of brand equity. [123] examined the CSR effects on Brand Equity of Indian companies. Results show that CSR engagements have a definite effect on Brand Equity. In this research, the result indicates that Corporate Social Responsibility practices are different from other company abilities which directly impact on the performance results of the brand. Company’s trustworthy the activities of CSR build the brand perceptibility which draws the attention of promising stakeholders. Although, corporate social responsibility is a company structure which enhances the company’s performance in the long term. [124] examined “the influence of customers perceptions of multidimensional corporate social responsibility(philanthropic, ethical, legal and economic) on brand equity”. The findings show that in only philanthropic corporate social responsibility had an insignificant effect on consumers perception of brand equity, while other aspects of corporate social responsibility such as ethical, legal and economic have a significant impact on consumers perception of brand equity. According to this, it is important to extend channels to suggest Starbucks’ CSR curriculums. The results show that consumer is capable to create brand equity also objectively by assessing a company’s legal corporate social responsibility performance; after all, these accountability are performed to fixed levels, laws, and regulations. [125] studied the connection between CSR and Brand equity. The authors concluded that governance and diversity-related CSR have a significant impact on Brand equity. The findings show that the connection between the BE and the elements of CSR are unique over the companies with distinct working manner like as an employee connection and quality of the product. These findings show that correctly amalgamate plan of external CSR and abilities and internal assets will create BE for the company, in the shape of customer-based results, financial-market results, and product-market results. Through CSR activities or engagements, brand equity can be increased, because CSR is a vital factor to enhance brand equity of a company. Based on the above, the hypothesis is, 

H2: CSR has a positive relationship with Brand Equity of companies.

C. Brand Equity & Shareholder Value. 

Typically, Brands are treated with corporate intangible assets. It is usually recommended that they contain economic value and generate profits for shareholders [97, 126, 127]. Therefore, publications that examined the connection among brand equity and shareholder are enormously rare. As mentioned by [97], they stated that build conceptually for the presence of such a relationship needs further attention to justify the compelling links between them. They have concluded that convincing connection between shareholder value and brand equity need still to be settled [97]. Naturally, one could predict that brand equity enhances the market value of the company [127]. Therefore, very less is we with the influence of brand equity imitated in the stock price whether investors in real, value those effects imitated in the stock market. Marketing and finance are two separate pillars in the organization, marketing decisions give less importance as compared to financing decisions of the firm [97]. However, their research agendas are different from each other’s, a few researched is done how market react with brand extension policy announcement, product error and customer service changes [128-130].

[111] studied the association between shareholder value and brand equity. It is confirmed that there exists a relationship between shareholder value and brand equity by various indications. Results also reveal that brand performance has a significant impact on firms’ value, if the firm's close focus on supervising brand equity and shareholder value they come to know that if the marketing and finance divisions professionals are working closely and cooperatively within an organization, surely, they can increase brand equity and as a result shareholder value also increases. [27] examined the relationship between shareholder value.

Results show that companies that build strong brands eventually create value for the shareholders, and the value is beyond the benchmark and they are creating more value to shareholders with low risk. Means low risk and high returns from investing in valuable brands can get. [131] examined the effect of brand quality on stock returns. Results show that modification in brand...
quality boost shareholder value and connected with stock profits and negatively linked with idiosyncratic risk. Still, surprising modifications in the quality of the brand can result in the destruction of shareholder value as they are positively related to systematic risk. [132] studying the impact of the stock market performance of companies that owns high-value brands in good times and bad times. So, the researchers concluded that the period they were observed in their study, an index of the companies that owns the “Best Global Brands” generates abnormal positive profits in the periods of downturn and uptrend. [133] examined the link among the brand equity and firm risk. In stock returns, firms with higher brand equity face minimum volatility, after controlling firm-specific variables. By boosting brand equity, it becomes a tool for minimising unsystematic risk and downside systematic risk in their stock prices. These results are encouraging for investors and marketing managers, specifically in rising markets where stock prices volatility probably higher relatively in developed markets. [134] make a comparison of stocks between the companies that own higher levels of brand equity with other stock firms listed on the stock exchange of developing countries of Latin America; Peru, Chile, Brazil and Columbia. The findings show that brands with high portfolio represent a lower risk of investment, implying that stocks of companies establish minimum risk investments to shareholders with valuable brands in rising markets. The results of all these findings are significant because the professionals of marketing and finance are working with collaboration. Marketing managers feel justifiable for investments they are making in brands and finance professionals are answerable for shareholders wealth so if they work mutually and with collaboration from brand launching to returns then the results will be positive and significant. A question in the marketing is of a great concern that is the spending of marketing will payback or not in a positive way [42]. Actions of marketing accountable financially is a great concern in marketing practice and theory. According to signalling theory [135] from a marketing point of view that brand equity can be employed to send a signal from companies to customers. Investors want to invest in those firms that have high-value brands because they assume that a firm with high-value brands has good marketing capabilities, managerial professionalism, and other skills that are required for long-run sustainability. The organizations that did not consider brand as an asset due to their poor marketing capability in the practices of culture, people, and processes their results may be differently related to brand equity and shareholder value. Thus, Brand Equity can be a tool or key to enhancing the shareholder value of a company, because investors have an important role in the company’s investments. Based on the above mentioned, the hypothesis will be written.

H3: Brand Equity have a positive relationship with Shareholder Value of companies.

D. Mediating effect of Brand Equity between Corporate Social Responsibility & Shareholder Value.

Researchers connected brand equity with distinct variables to study its significance. In this research, brand equity is examined as a mediating variable between CSR and Shareholder value. With the lapse of time, consumers demand, and desires are growing due to advancement and improvements in the information technologies and communication. Industry sector has realized the strength of the brand and implements it as a competitive tool to keep up sustainable advantage called brand equity.

The array of a causal relationship through which independent variable shows its effect on the dependent variable through the effect of the overriding third variable is mediation [136]. The latter aids the ability to evaluate the total effect (direct effect plus indirect effect). However, in order to know the mediation process, adopt [137] four steps provide guidance that defends brand equity as a mediator in relation to this study.

1. There will be a significant association among the independent and dependent variable. Based on the analysis made earlier, CSR and Shareholder value have a significant relationship. [102, 104, 105, 107, 138].
2. There will be a significant association between the independent variable and the mediator variable. Base on the analysis made earlier, CSR and Brand Equity have a significant relationship. [120-123, 125].
3. There will be a significant association between the dependent variable and the mediator. The literature shows that a significant association between existing between Brand Equity and Shareholder Value. [27, 131-133].
4. There must be the involvement of Brand Equity (i.e mediator and indirect association become significant) that makes the direct association between CSR and Shareholder Value turns out to be zero. Then there occurs a full mediation. If the direct connection is significantly minimized, then there is a partial mediation, but if the direct link is still significant no mediation takes place.

Further, in the scenario of assumption to [136] and from the literature discussed above, it is stated that brand equity can be a mediator in the association between CSR and Shareholder value because it has a significant relationship with both independent (CSR) and dependent (Shareholder value) variables. Therefore, the following is the hypothesis.

H4: Brand Equity may mediate the relationship between corporate social responsibility and Shareholder value of companies.

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH.

It is absolutely inevitable to be apparent about the importance for implementing
these theories in business or in any other research that, they are not adoptable simultaneously, but a combination of them, will assist to have diverse studies accomplish establish on strong theoretical underpinnings that are necessary to affirm the findings of research efforts. The concerns linked with corporate social responsibility can update the understanding of operators in the different aspects of capital ventures that include brand equity and shareholder value. Therefore, this review has proposed the theoretical relationship between CSR and shareholder value on one side and on the other side the association among CSR and Brand Equity as well the mediating factor of brand equity between CSR and shareholder value. For future research, this model can be applied to other less developing and developed countries of the world and maybe a comparison of cross-culture countries.
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